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Discrimination against marginalized students is a

persistent problem in classrooms throughout the United

States (Garcia, 1984). “Race has long been acknowledged

as having a major effect upon the teaching process and

classroom situation” (Feldman, 1976, p. 20). Classroom

interaction studies have found teachers discriminate against

students who are not White, male, and middle class

(Entwise & Webster, 1974; Safilios-Rothchild, 1979).

White teachers create classroom problems when they

interpret culture as a limitation to student progress (Powell

& Caseau, 2004).

A cultural mismatch between the traditional

classroom structure and Latino cultural norms exists

(Garcia & Guerra, 2003). Most surveyed Hispanics and

non-Hispanic participants agree Hispanic students are

Discrimination in the Classroom
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accustomed to cultural foods, music, holidays, language,

and customs that may become cause for Hispanic difficulty

in relating to Anglo-oriented classrooms (Grossman, 1995).

Mexican American parents allow children to decide how to

carry out a task and when it should be completed, while in

school, teachers control how, when, and what materials are

used to complete the task (Delgado-Gaitan, 1987).

Voluntary minorities such as Hispanics are willing to

conform to classroom rules to attempt to overcome

difficulties in school because crossing cultural lines is an

advantage to survival (Ogbu, 1992). Latino (Delgado-

Gaitan, 1992, 1994; Suarez-Orozco, 1989; Tapia, 1998)

and Puerto Rican (Hidalgo, 1994; Rubio, 1995; Tapia,

1998) families value education, and Mexican American

parents highly value the United States educational system

because they believe that it will provide economic mobility

for their children (Delgado-Gaitan, 1992). Student school
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performance correlates with ethnic differences in cultural

values placed on educational success (Sue & Okazi, 1990).

Diffusing the cultural mismatch between Latino American

students and schools results form Latino American parents’

awareness that America can assist their children in

surviving.

When cultural awareness between White teachers

and Black students is absent, the impending result is

interference with effective instructional processes caused

by frustration and alienation between White teachers and

Black students (Gay, 1975). Black students have difficulty

accepting teachers as the primary source of knowledge due

to becoming accustomed to sharing information on an equal

basis with adults rather than the adult teaching them (Gay

& Abrahams, 1972). Teachers treat Black high school

students as though they are incapable decision makers that

require their permission to do everything even though the
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student has had experience caring for younger brothers

and sisters, teaching them safety and personal hygiene

skills, and taking care of the home (Gay & Abrahams,

1972). Black students withdraw from the instructional

process or become discontented with whatever the teacher

does when the teacher hinders student spontaneity and

enthusiasm and punishes the student by requiring the

student to raise his or her hand in order to be recognized.

According to Gay and Abrahams (1972), Black students

“react to the teacher not so much as a person but as a

member of a group which is defined primarily by skin tone

and other physical attributes – just as they are used to being

reacted to” (p. 81). Many teachers do not expect Black

students to (a) have a short attention span, (b) be easily

distracted, (c) fail to complete tasks, (d) speak without

raising their hands, (e) wait to be called on, (f) be impulsive

in their responses rather than reflective, (g) need a great
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amount of physical contact, (h) interrupt class by talking

to their neighbors, and (i) to experience difficulty with

learning materials (Shade, 1994).

Teaching Black students requires creating a

culturally compatible classroom that concentrates on

developing motivation rather than classroom discipline and

management techniques and the teaching process of

handling material as well as content (Shade, 1997).

Teachers can reach all of their students when they

understand the ways in which culture influences the

educational process (Powell & Caseau, 2004). How

students perceive and react to their classroom instructions

may be more important in terms of influencing student

outcomes than the quality of teaching behavior (Knight &

Waxman, 1991; Walberg, 1976; Winne & Marx, 1977,

1982). Black students will continue to carry their own

culture into the classroom, and they will continue to
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misunderstand their middle-class teacher as profoundly

as she or he misunderstands them (Gay & Abrahams,

1972).

Students who find their culture and learning styles

reflected in instruction are more likely to be motivated and

less likely to be disruptive (Kuykendall, 1992). In order for

culturally different students to succeed in the classroom or

school, students are required to assimilate by giving up

their learning style preference that results from the teacher

not modifying their instruction (Leiding, 2006). Schools

and Black student conflict develop from expectation

differences related to student learning styles (Gilbert &

Gay, 1985). Teachers who perceive that students have the

same cognitive learning style—field dependent or field

independent—are more likely to give better grades to those

students (DiStefano, 1970). Good teachers adjust their

teaching to serve populations that are culturally and
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linguistically diverse, which includes incorporating

culturally responsive pedagogy by adjusting teaching

strategies according to individual learning styles (Villegas,

1991). According to Leiding (2006), “teachers who are

sensitive to various cultures will learn about students’

backgrounds and ensure that they are aware of relevant

information about cultural traditions, religious practices,

and patterns of interaction that may affect a students’

classroom participation” (p. 279). When teachers realize

that learning takes place across cultural media, then

teachers adapt teaching to fit student needs (Marchesani &

Adams, 1992; Villegas, 1991).

When teachers refuse to customize their instruction to fit

student cultural and learning style needs the result can

develop a classroom environment that is diametrically

opposed to the students.
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The highly regimented and formalized school

setting is diametrically opposed to Black students’ learning

experiences (Gay & Abrahams, 1972). Black children

believe people in the school are more important than the

school concept (Damico, 1983) and place a higher

emphasis on people, particularly teachers, rather than

school physical aspects (Shade, 1994). Blacks learn at an

early age to be wary of people and systems within their

environment (Halpern, 1973; Shade, 1978; Wubberhorst et

al., 1971) and become socialized to concentrate on people

or the social learning aspects (Young, 1974). Blacks

believe they should interact with other non-Black

Americans by being “careful and watch what people tell

you, be careful and watch what you say, and whites are not

always on your side” (Orbe, 1994, p. 291). Black students

determine their involvement in the learning environment by

relying on their perception of the teacher and the affective
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aspects of the environment (Shade, 1994). Black children

are more likely to concentrate on the people involved in the

teaching and learning process rather than completing the

tasks’ requirements (Shade, 1983). Schools require Black

students to demonstrate achievement by writing, which

requires Black students to transition from demonstrating by

oral or dramatic expression activities that Black students

are more comfortable with and more likely to have higher

achievement levels (Gilbert & Gay, 1985). Verbal learning

and written demonstration are consistent with mainstream

American and European student mastery that is contrary to

culturally different student learning styles (Leiding, 2006).

Blacks prefer affective materials (Rychlak, 1975), warm

and supportive teachers (St. John, 1971), and a socially

interactive environment (Cureton, 1978; Slavin, 1983).

Researchers report Blacks have learning preferences

that can influence teacher-student classroom relationships.
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Blacks do well on tasks that require auditory sensory

involvement but have challenges when the tasks require

visual perception (Hall & Kaye, 1977). Blacks categorize

pictorial representations in a more relational or holistic

manner rather than an analytical or detailed manner (Sigel,

Anderson, & Shapiro, 1966). Black students are more

likely to learn and recall words that represent concepts that

they like compared to words that represent concepts that

they dislike (Rychlak, 1975; Rychlak, Hewitt, & Hewitt,

1973). Blacks prefer (a) tactile hands-on learning activities

(Shade, 1989), (b) affective materials to facilitate their

learning (Rychlak, 1975), (c) approximate time, number,

and space activities (Locke, 1992), and (d) sort word lists

by their functional value (Orasanu, Lee, & Scribner, 1979).

Work that is relevant to present time or future time

motivates Blacks (Jenkins & Bainer, 1990) while they

prefer to focus on present time rather than future time
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(Patton, Warring, Frank, & Hunter, 1993), and value

people focus over time focus. The degree of relevance and

applicability of the material seem to influence Black

learning and are influenced by a preference for deductive

rather than inductive reasoning (Shade, 1997). Blacks are

not good problem solvers (Jensen, 1969). When teachers

require only cognitive activities, Black students feel the

request is unnatural and have difficulty following the

teacher’s request, which results in frustration and

withdrawal for Black students (Gilbert & Gay, 1985).

When Black students do not honor the teacher’s request to

participate in cognitive activities, teachers perceive that

Black students lack preparation or ability. Black have

different and similar learning preferences when compared

to Hispanic.

Researchers report Hispanics has learning

preferences that can influence teacher-student classroom
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relationships. According to Leiding (2006), instructional

strategies that work with Hispanic and Latino students

include (a) using an overhead projector and video clips to

help students visualize the instructional material, (b) letting

students sit where they please as long as they do not

become behavioral problems, (c) giving constant praise, (d)

explaining directions in many ways, (e) giving

demonstrations, (f) having patience to repeat directions, (g)

using hands-on materials, and (h) extending time for

assignments and tests. Most surveyed Hispanics and non-

Hispanic participants agree educators should provide

Hispanic students with short-term assignments (Grossman,

1995). Hispanic students learn by touching, seeing,

manipulating, and experiencing concrete objects rather than

discussing or reading about ideas. Hispanic students desire

to work at a relaxed pace even if it means completing the

task will take longer, and educators should organize
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Hispanic students to plan their time so they can complete

long-term assignments. Dividing learning activities into

segments by days may hinder or be less meaningful to

Puerto Rican students (Milburn, 2000). Most surveyed

Hispanics and non-Hispanic participants disagree that

educators should de-emphasize the use of trial-and-error

learning, the inquiry method, and other independent study

forms and students’ efforts to produce quality work is less

important than accomplishing a task (Grossman, 1995).

Hispanic and Latino learning styles involve (a) an inclusion

approach, (b) cooperative learning, (c) peer tutoring, (d)

performance-based learning, and (e) family involvement

(Leiding, 2006). Teachers expect Hispanic students to have

difficulty with content and respond by having simpler

materials for them to master such as drill worksheets rather

than using textbook materials (Ortiz, 1988). Teachers often
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assign Hispanic students worksheets for drill rather than

regular class work.

Differences in teacher and student thinking styles

can complicate teacher-student relationships. Most teachers

in educational institutions have a cognitive style that is not

consistent with most Mexican Americans and Blacks

(Ramerez & Price-Williams, 1974).

Blacks have developed a specific method of organizing and

processing information (Shade, 1981) that provides a

disadvantage to Blacks in school settings (Cohen, 1969).

Black thinking style differs from other groups due to

Blacks using the right hemisphere of the brain (TenHouton,

1971). Blacks lack sufficient metacognition strategies or

comprehension monitoring skills (Borkowski & Krause,

1983). Black thinking is more holistic, intuitive, and

integrative when processing information (Hale, 1982;

Hillard, 1989), and Black students approach thinking from
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an intuitive perspective rather than the logical-

mathematical approach (Shade, 1994). Blacks are more

analytical regarding concepts and ideas when they evaluate

information from their particular orientation (Simmons,

1979). Blacks are highly creative thinkers (Torrance, 1982)

who prefer deductive reasoning (Locke, 1992) but have the

same reasoning styles as other groups (Smith & Drumming,

1989). Most teachers use a bottom-up sorting approach

while Blacks use a top-down approach (Shade, 1997).

Culturally diverse students are concrete thinkers while most

Whites are abstract and deductive thinkers (Leiding, 2006).

Teachers’ cognitive teaching styles influence student

achievement (Saracho & Dayton, 1980).

Over a period of time, teacher expectations

influence student achievement and the social organization

of the classroom (Brophy, 1983; Brophy & Good, 1970).

Teacher expectations that result in different teacher
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interaction patterns may affect student achievement

(Braum, 1976; Brophy, 1983; Brophy & Good, 1970;

Clifton, 1981; Cooper, 1979; Dusek, 1975). The teacher

accepts differential expectations, and students complement

or reinforce these expectations (Brophy, 1983; Brophy &

Good, 1970). When teachers have high expectations for

students, students raise their hands more often to answer

questions and initiate procedural and work-related

interactions (Brophy & Good, 1970). Teachers perceive

students whom they enjoy teaching as high achievers who

conform, respond warmly, and are not hostile toward them

(Brophy & Good, 1974; Good & Brophy, 1972; Willis &

Brophy, 1974). Teachers do not have high expectations for

students whom they perceive as defiant and disobedient

(Willis & Brophy, 1974). Teachers (a) provide low-

expectation students with less wait time to respond to

questions, (b) call on these students less often, (c) pay less
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attention to them unless there is a disciplinary challenge

with the students, and (d) place their seats farthest away

from the teacher (Brophy & Good, 1974). Students have

higher achievement when teachers have higher expectations

(Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968).

Cooperative learning structures provide a cultural

match for Hispanic students (Moll, 1988). Hispanics value

people and relationships over task accomplishment

(Morales-Jones, 1998). Most surveyed Hispanics and non-

Hispanic participants agree (a) curriculum activities should

include community-oriented projects, (b) Hispanic students

prefer to work in groups, (c) educators should allow

Hispanic students to work together on homework, (d)

educators should give equal instructional time to group

work as well emphasize group work, and (e) educators

should encourage Hispanic students to ask each other for

help and arrange for peer tutoring (Grossman, 1995). Most
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surveyed Hispanics and non-Hispanic participants agree

Hispanic students are more cooperative and group oriented

when compared to Anglo students, and therefore Hispanic

students may allow other students to copy their class work

or test in order to show helpfulness, brotherhood, and

generosity. Mexican American children attempt to learn

collectively and maximize their intellectual exchange and

knowledge acquisition by working together on assignments

that may result in Mexican American students copying

answers from each other (Shade, 1997). Successful high

school Hispanic students engage in copying one another’s

homework (Cordeiro & Carspecken, 1993). Hispanic

students believe achievement should be cooperative

(Brown, 1999). Teachers often complain Mexican

American students copy each other’s answers to

assignments (Shade, 1997).
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Teachers need to realize that constructed

classroom collaboration may be more culturally relevant

and meaningful to some students (Milburn, 2000). “African

American learning seems to be influenced by the social

situation in which learning occurs” (Shade, 1997, p. 23).

Blacks prefer to work in groups (Shade, Kelly, & Oberg,

1997) and socially interactive environments (Cureton,

1978; Slavin, 1983). Black students do well when the

teacher incorporates a socialization learning model

(Morgan, 1981) and “will work together to benefit the

group” (Gilbert & Gay, 1985, p. 134). Black peer-based

cooperation in learning translates into cheating for teachers

(Gay & Abrahams, 1972). Teachers may interpret Blacks’

natural instinct to seek peer assistance as cheating, copying,

or frivolous socializing (Bennett, 1997). Black students

work and function better in cooperative, informal, and

loosely structured environments where teachers and
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students work together to achieve a common goal

(Gilbert & Gay, 1985). Black students perceive teacher-

designed orderly classroom environments as dull, stagnant,

and uninteresting. “African American learning seems to be

influenced by the preference for active involvement rather

than passive receptivity” (Shade, 1997). Black children

prefer and need a large variety of information at a

constantly changing pace and have little tolerance for

monotonous or low-level passive activities (Boykin, 1986).

Teachers perceive that Black participation in emotion and

movement during classroom activities is unnecessary and

may eliminate these instructional opportunities to ensure an

orderly classroom environment (Gilbert & Gay, 1985).

Teachers may ensure an orderly classroom environment by

developing disciplinary strategies.

Teachers discriminate against students by

implementing differential discipline (US Commission on
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Civil Rights, 1973). Teachers with high percentages of

Black students in their classroom are more likely to use an

authoritarian classroom management approach (Grossman,

1998). Teachers react to Black student learning experiences

that are in opposition to traditional public schools by

determining Blacks are incapable of following simple rules

and therefore make rules that they deem intolerable (Gay &

Abrahams, 1972). “They justify this procedure with the

belief that these students want to be disciplined and have

some order in their lives for a change” (Gay & Abrahams,

1972, p. 77). “Anglo-Americans believed that it was

necessary to assure obedience to, in ascending order, their

mother, father, government, church, and God” (Spring,

2001, p. 8). Teachers spend more time looking for possible

misbehavior by Black students, especially males, and are

more prone to respond to Black student behavior by using

severe punishments that include corporal punishment and
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suspensions (Grossman, 1998). The differences between

the teachers’ backgrounds that teach them to conform to

preset externally fabricated rules and regulations and Black

street culture tendencies to derive order as a situation

happens cause teachers to resort to punishment for petty

rules in order to force obedience at the expense of

hindering learning (Gay & Abrahams, 1972). Blacks

believe middle-class teachers are vulnerable and ignorant

regarding Black life, which leaves the teachers at a

disadvantage because Black students choose the battlefield,

strategy, and weapons, which are words, and they possess a

skill that enables them to remain cool in these

confrontational situations. Black students believe teachers

who telephone parents at home to solve disciplinary

challenges have an inability to solve their own problems,

and these students lose respect for the teacher. Teacher

disciplinary strategies that result in telephoning a parent are
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ineffective due to Black children learning at a young age

to handle their own problems and having the ability to

handle their own problems.

Students frequently test the limitations in an

inconsistent classroom by ignoring a teacher’s first, second,

and even third request for compliance; when the teacher

decides to deliver a consequence, the student claims the

teacher is unfair because the same misbehavior does not

always receive the same consequence (Vitto, 2003). “White

teachers are right that their Black students are hostile,

resent the authority they represent, quick to anger, and have

chips on their shoulders” (Gay & Abrahams, 1972, p. 81).

Black students react to arbitrary and autocratic White

teacher disciplinary assertiveness by believing that a White

man is still trying to tell him what to do (Gay & Abrahams,

1972). Most teachers respond to students who attempt to

act tough with them by threatening or talking back to the
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student (Spector, 1955). Removing hostile Black

students from the classroom only delays the inevitable

confrontation between the teacher and the student. Whites

attempt to minimize confrontations and struggles with

Blacks in the persuasive process that they interpret as

divisive while Blacks believe these struggles unify because

they care enough to struggle for something (Kochman,

1981). American societal beliefs that posit Blacks as

inferior to European-descent Americans result in Blacks’

preoccupation and group focus on the concepts of freedom

and equality (Shade, 1997). Blacks value group unity

(Shade et al., 1997) and focus on justice and fairness

(Locke, 1992). Caste-like minorities such as Blacks,

Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans devote an enormous effort to

fighting for political, social, and economic equality from

the dominant group (Ogbu, 1983). Caste-like minority
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student opposition may result in noncompliant classroom

behavior.

Hispanic noncompliant behavior results from

instructional challenges, teacher behavior, and gender

differences. Most surveyed Hispanics and half of the non-

Hispanic participants agree Hispanic students may become

anxious, nervous, and rebellious when required to stop

working before they have finished their assignment to

begin the next tasks with their peers (Grossman, 1998).

When successful Hispanic students become resistant, they

use class time to do homework for other classes or openly

challenge the teacher’s authority when teachers display

incompetence, prejudice, or an uncaring attitude toward

them (Cordeiro & Carspecken, 1993). Most surveyed

Hispanics and non-Hispanic participants agree that some

Hispanic males may have difficulty complying with female

figures due to the patriarchal Hispanic cultural trends
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(Grossman, 1998). Teachers and students developing

positive interactive relationships can improve many

discipline problems (Chappell & McCoy, 2003).


